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Fun WorksheetsFun Worksheets



Hi, I’m Tilda. Here are three things you need to 

know about me.

 1. My favourite colours are green and sparkles. 

2. When I grow up I’m going to be the World’s Best 

Teacher.

3.  I LOVE making worksheets. Just like a real 

teacher. In fact, I love it so much that I’ve made a 

whole bunch of fun worksheets just for you!
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Meet Tilda
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Make your own Mash-up!
In Tilda Teaches Mash-ups, Tilda teaches her friends all the steps of the mash-up dance to 

perform at their BIG concert. They mash-up line dancing and hip-

hop and modern dance. What kind of mash-up would you like to 

do? 

There’s so many dance styles to choose from: line dancing, ballet, 

jazz, tap, ballroom, Irish dancing, belly dancing and so many more!

 

Pick three kinds of dancing, or three of your favourite songs, to mix 

up together for a cool dance performance:

______________________ + _______________________ 

+ ____________________________

What would you call your mash-up dance? ______________________________________

Draw a picture of the coolest ever dance costume to wear at your performance.
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Tilda writes a report for herself every week! Writing student reports is a very 
important teacher job! Tilda says, “It’s pretty fun actually, because I get to think 
about everything that happened during the week. The good stuff and the not-so-
good stuff.” 

Write a report for yourself, thinking about all the things you’ve done this week. 
What have you done well?  
What could you have done better?  
What do you want to do differently next week?

Grab some paper, a pen or pencil and get writing!

Weekly Report

Communication: A
Tilda did an excellent job of 
telling her friends how she felt, 
using a perfect sandwich. Next 
time, she should try to tell them 
even sooner.  

Weekly ReportWeekly Report
Tilda’sTilda’s
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Teaching: A+
This week Tilda taught her 
friends how to make 
chatterboxes. Brilliant teaching 
of course!

Being a good friend: B 
Tilda wasn’t very cheery for her 
friends when they talked about 
their holiday memories. Tilda 
needs to work on sharing in her 
friends’ happy stories.
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Here’s the weekly report Tilda writes in Tilda Teaches Chatterboxes.
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Quiz time
How well do you know Tilda? Test your knowledge below in our Tildariffic quiz!

1. What are Tilda’s favourite pool tricks called?
 � Turtle tumbles
 � Jellyfish jiggles
 � Whale whacks
 � Fishy flips

2. Who taught Tilda how to make chatterboxes?
 � Mum and Dad
 � Binky and Harry
 � Coco and Ivy
 � Imogen and Piper

3. How does Tilda feel about making her speech at the BIG school concert?
 � Jealoppointed
 � Worrified
 � Wuzzy
 � Relappy

4. What does the bird say when anyone walks into the Creature Comforts Animal Shelter?
 � Welcome!
 � Hello Bird!
 � Come inside!
 � Give me a cracker!

5. What does Tilda feel in her fingers when she’s getting excited to  
     teach something?

 � Teaching tingles
 � Fizzing fingers
 � Tingle fingles
 � Wiggly wobbles

Answers: 1) Fishy flips 2) Coco and Ivy 3) Worrified 4) Hello Bird! 5) Teaching tingles
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Colouring in
Tilda loves green and sparkles. What are your favourite colours?  

Use your favourites to colour this picture of Tilda and Baby Joe in her bedroom.
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Word search
  Can you find all the hidden words?

  M T Q L R U A N C C
  A I G V Y N E A H Y
  S L Y H I E R A K S
  H D U M R T T N G Y
  U A A G W T I C Q V
  P L B H E B L V Z U
  S Z E R C V V R F G
  M E B B A A P Q R D
  L O S E L K R A P S
  X H A R R Y D I Y Q

    ANIMALS  BINKY
    CARTWHEEL CHATTERBOX
    GREEN  HARRY
    MASHUP  SPARKLES
    TILDA
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Make your own Chatterbox
 You’ll need the printout on page 10, plus pens, stickers and 

anything else you’d like to decorate your chatterbox!

2. Start with the printed image facing down on to your 
table. Fold all 4 corners into the centre of the square so 
the points are all touching.

2. Flip your paper over so the folds you just made 
are underneath, and fold the corners into the 
centre again.

1. Using safety scissors, print and cut-out the 
chatterbox template on page 10.
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Time to 
play!

3. Draw objects, colours, numbers, or write words 
in all the spaces on both sides, and write secret 
messages in the triangles under the flaps.

4. Fold your chatterbox in half, and slip your thumbs 
and fingers under the 4 open corners. Wiggle your 
fingers to open the paper into the chatterbox shape. 

Make your own Chatterbox Continued
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